July 27, 2012

Notice!

Dear Parents,
This is to inform you all that students will go home on Wednesday (17th Shrawan, 2069) because School Management Committee has decided to give holidays on Thursday and Friday (18th and 19th Shrawan, 2069). It is also informed that the classes will resume from Sunday (21st Shrawan, 2069) onwards as usual.

Review of Bill out for the month, Bhadra
This is to inform you all that we have canceled the Summer Break, so we have decided to send the ‘Bill out for Bhadra’ only on 26th Shrawan, 2069B.S.(Friday). For further queries you are always free to consult our account section.
Thank you.

Japanese Students
As volunteers, some of our Japanese students (Jiyu Gakuen School) have recently arrived in our school to teach our students, specially technical skills. We have realized that our students have been benefited academically and technically as well.

Poetry Recitation Competition
KUHS always believes in learning beyond the text. To make this motto come true, English Department had organized a poetry recitation competition for class 6 to 10. For our pride it was a grand success. The co-operation of teachers is very appreciable so I would like to thank all the teachers of KUHS for supporting us. The program was very exciting as we could see that beautiful poems were composed by the students. I would specially like to thank the KUHS Helping Hands specially-Mary, Ural, Rachit, Naman, Sophin, Aastha, Sonia, Prazin for their efforts. I hope those type of programs will be organized by KUHS in the near future.
Samip Pokharel 9B

Nepali Poem Recitation Competition
Last Wednesday, we had poem recitation competition in which the students had to write a poem from the topics given. Not only to write, they had to recite the poem too, which was a beneficial program for creativity as well as public speaking. Hidden talents were shown as well as excellently creative poem. By the contribution of the helping hands and the school captains and vice Captain, The program was amazing because two teachers from English Department also had equal participation Mr. Madan Hamal had composed and recited a romantic poem and Mr. Narad Rijal gave a mesmerizing speech. I would like to thank all the teachers of Nepali Department specially Mr. Parshuram Adhiakari for being present at the program and Mrs. Pabitra Dahal for being a fare judge and lastly all the helping hands for showing co-operation.
Nirwan Karki[School Captian]
Dear Parents,

As you know very well that without the contribution of our parents, Norway Cup mission would remain incomplete. Our students got well-trained. Credit goes to KUHS family as well. The longly awaited date July 27, 2012 came to us and some students and school staff had a departure from KUHS family. We wish all the best on their keen spirit and success of Norway Cup 2012.

**Norway-Cup Departure**

A Day with Dr. Chintamani Yogi

On Wednesday, 18th July, 2012, a lecture session was held in the auditorium hall of KUSMS. Students from A-Level along with class 10 attended the program. The lecture was delivered by Dr. Chintamani Yogi, one of the famous philosophers of Nepal.

Dr. Yogi was born in Dang, Nepal where he spent his childhood but he passed his higher education in uplifting the educational standards in rural part of Nepal are praiseworthy. According to the students, the program was very inspiring. Dr. Yogi mainly focused on the good habits and manner of life throughout the speech. He had previously delivered his speech on famous universities of the world including the Harvard University. He is also currently one of the famous personalities of the country. He talked about the poor condition of rural areas of the country where students have to walk several kilometers to reach their schools and yet, have managed to get success. The ability of Dr. Yogi to deliver the speech was admired by all the students and teachers present in the hall. The philosophical thought of Dr. Yogi was very inspiring. The program was a great success and it was very helpful for the students to develop good habits, attitude and behavioural.

Sophiya & Basanta [A-Level]

A Literary Week

On 18th and 19th July English Department organized three different programs in our school. Knowing the importance of public speaking on 18th July public speaking contest was organized where as on 19th July essay and story writing competition were organized. For public speaking two Assistant Professors from KU were called as judges. The programs were for grade 8, 9 and 10. There was a healthy co-operation form students as well as teachers part. Such types of programs are being held in KUHS from the past and we hope that they will be successfully carried on in upcoming future.

Anjila & Remina[10]